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“Coaches need to stop seeing themselves as transmitters of 
information and start seeing themselves as architects of 
the optimal learning environment.”- Dr. Joe Baker









The Children’s Bill of Rights in Sports identifies eight rights:
1. To play sports

2.To safe and healthy environments

3. To qualified program leaders

4. To developmentally appropriate play

5. To share in the planning and delivery of their activities

6. To an equal opportunity for personal growth

7. To be treated with dignity

8.To enjoy themselves
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The Culture Code is based on a simple insight: great groups don’t happen by 
chance. They are built according to three universal rules.

Start With Safety

Great group chemistry isn’t luck; it’s about sending super-clear, continuous signals: 
we share a future, you have a voice.

Get Vulnerable and Stay Vulnerable

Strong cultures don’t hide their weaknesses; they make a habit of sharing them, so they can improve 
together.

Roadmap Your Story

It’s not about nice-sounding value statements — it’s about flooding the zone with vivid narratives that 
work like GPS signals, guiding your group toward its goal.
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Ecological dynamics is a theoretical framework that 
views movement as a complex and adaptive process, 
shaped by the interactions between the performer, 
the environment, and the task at hand. It suggests 
that motor learning is not simply a matter of 
acquiring a set of pre-determined movements, but 
rather an ongoing process of exploration, adaptation, 
and refinement.





A constraint is a 

boundary which 

encourages the learner 

to emerge with certain 

behaviors.

Create “Movement Solutions”

Enhance Athlete Self Discovery 
and Self Organization

Help amplify information to 
athlete



The advantages of using Constraints v. Prescriptive Coaching:

There is more than one way to perform a task or movement

Less Repetition 

Less talking/feedback, more intrinsic learning

Problem solving

More autonomy and engagement

Learning, retention and transfer is higher



Task Constraints

Environmental 
Constraints

Athlete’s Constraints





Playing surface
Weather
Light
Humidity
Altitude

Audience
Coach Interaction
Teammates
Values





1. Identify a problem/behavior that needs to be changed

2. Choose a constraint (task, athlete or environmental) that will help   
guide the athlete into changing the behavior

3. Allow the athlete to self organize and discover on their own. 
(Intrinsic is superior to extrinsic learning in retention and engagement)

4. Identify, acknowledge and promote the change of behavior. 
Remove the constraint if applicable









This one is too_____

This one is too _____

This one is JUST RIGHT!



Player serves UNDER the net

Player serves toward the sideline(s)

Player then serves straight and over the 
net





Differential Learning involves 
athletes practicing a particular 
skill in a variety of forms. Every 
repetition they do is different -

the process is always changing, 
but the outcome remains the 

same. Athletes will find a 
movement solution that works 
best for them, given their own 
body, and the environmental 

conditions.









What we have talked about for the last hour are ways to help your athletes 
learn faster and stay engaged. As a Coach, using these concepts and 

ideas, continuing to grow and learn about the science of our sport and 
understanding your team(s) and their needs is what will keep us on a road 

to success.

“Our competitive advantage is in not just learning faster 
than the opposition, but in learning better. Winners learn 

to learn, losers learn to repeat. 

- Frank Dick
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